UF INNOVATION STATION is strengthening Florida’s role in the global innovation economy through talent and technology pipelines, industry collaboration, workforce development and K-12 pathways to success.

The UF ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE focuses on creating leaders for a new world where engineers educated in ethics, communication, team building, and project management are in high demand.

The UF ENGINEERING INNOVATION INSTITUTE helps students to explore the spectrum of creative discovery and invention. It is fully integrated with our UF partners at the Innovation Hub and the Office of Technology & Licensing.

We are creating a rich and diverse environment with a renaissance approach to engineering education:
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**AT A GLANCE**

10,000 students and growing

5x the U.S. average of startups launched per research dollar

Top 1% ranked in the U.S. for total STEM degrees awarded & number of Ph.D. degrees awarded in the nation

2x the U.S. average of inventions produced per research dollar

Top 10 in the nation for highest number of Bachelor’s degree awarded to African Americans

#3 in the nation for highest number of Bachelor’s degree awarded to Hispanics
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